BRANDO
ARMCHAIR

DIMENSIONS: W 92 cm; 36.22 in | D 87cm; 34.25 in | H 88 cm; 34.65 in | Seat D 50 cm;
19.69 in | Seat H 45 cm; 17.72 in | Armrest H 75 cm; 29.53 in
MATERIALS: Polished Brass and Varnished Walnut
Perfect for any ambience where sobriety is required, this mid-century armchair never
disappoints. Displaying a classic elegant design, it is designed with comfort and discreet
sophistication in mind. It features a solid wood body cushioned with the finest tufted
leather upholstery and a final touch of polished brass over the sides for added luxury.

VIEW MORE

MINELLI
STOOL

DIMENSIONS: W 45 cm; 17.72 in | D 40 cm; 15.75 in | H 44 cm; 17.32 in
MATERIALS: Polished Brass and Walnut Wood
A curvy and colorful stool that is practical and comfortable. It is a body of solid wood
upholstered in classy velvet and wood exposed on the sides. This tiny cube with
rounded edges is very comfortable and is an easy way of adding a little splash of color
to your ambience.

VIEW MORE

MINELLI
BENCH

DIMENSIONS: W 120 cm; 47.24 in | D 40 cm; 15.75 in | H 44 cm; 17.32 in
MATERIALS: Polished Brass and Walnut Wood
Comfortably elongated, a perfect bench for any interior ambience. This curvy bench is
upholstered in the finest bonded cloth or velvet, leaving the sides with exposed wood,
showing its true nature as a mid-century modern piece. It is very comfortable and an
easy way to add more seating and decor to your room at the same time.

VIEW MORE

DAVIS

SIDEBOARD
DIMENSIONS: W 226.2cm; 89.06 in | D 56.2 cm; 22.13 in | H 86.5 cm; 34.06 in
MATERIALS: Lacquered and Polished Brass
Get enamored with a new mix of luxury and mid-century: Davis sideboard, the perfect
balance of the modern and the past. With stunning lacquered white wood and a glass
top that reflects all light, as well as a peak of velvet on the sides and back, it brings us
a true touch of what mid-century style is all about. With 6 shelves in the middle and
beautiful brass knobs, it’s the perfect storage option for any luxurious dining room.

VIEW MORE

MINELLI

ARMCHAIR
DIMENSIONS: W 85 cm; 33.46 in | D 99 cm; 38.98 in | H 82.2 cm; 32.36 in | Seat D 56 cm;
22.05 in | Seat H 43 cm; 16.93 in | Armrest H 64 cm; 25.20 in
MATERIALS: Polished Brass and Walnut Wood
Minelli armchair is another addition to our upholstery collection, more classic and as
stunning as ever. This one is as versatile as it is customizable, making it possible to
choose its soft fabric. You’ll find a beautiful velvet in its classical elegance, along with
a comfortable structure in polished brass and walnut wood in this armchair that you
won’t resist adding to your living room or to your next contract project.

VIEW MORE

FRANCO
TV SCREEN

DIMENSIONS: W 118 cm; 46.46 in | D 120 cm; 47.24 in | H 105 cm; 41.34 in
MATERIALS: Varnished Walnut, Straw and Mirror (Magic Mirror)
Take your modern TV back in time with this retro wooden TV screen. Remember
when TVs were works of art? This TV screen will perfectly encapsulate your modern
television, simulating the days when TVs were works of craftsmanship and matched the
furniture around them. And, of course, with a glimmer of modernity, it is supposed to
be hung to a wall just like modern televisions.

VIEW MORE

SHIRLEY
MIRROR

DIMENSIONS: W 124.5 cm; 49.02 in | D 16 cm; 6.30 in | H 124.5 cm; 49.02 in
MATERIALS: Polished Brass, Matte RAL colors and Mirror
A beautiful piece of circular geometry. This large circular mirror is a structure made
out of curved tubes of polished golden brass that sustain a large circular mirror in the
middle. The polished brass promotes a sense of luxury and the circular shape feels very
organic and almost naval-like.

VIEW MORE

MINELLI

BEDSIDE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: W 65 cm; 25.59 in | D 44 cm; 17.32 in | H 55 cm; 21.65 in
MATERIALS: Polished Brass and Walnut Wood
The curvy wood frame upholstered with textured cloth and supported by a polished
golden brass base make this piece stand out for its simplicity. It contains a single
drawer at the bottom, leaving half of the frame empty, which is very stylish and gives it
a light presence and a sense of openness.

VIEW MORE

MINELLI
BED

DIMENSIONS: W 203 cm; 79.92 in | D 230 cm; 90.55 in | Headboard H 111 cm;
43.70 in | Height (without mattress) 280 cm; 110.24 in | Mattress W 180 cm; 70.87 in |
Mattress D 200 cm; 78.74 in
MATERIALS: Polished Brass and Walnut Wood
A mid-century style bed that is perfect for a bedroom ambience that is both sober and
sophisticated. This bed’s body, which displays beautifully organic lines, is built out of
Walnut wood and is then expertly covered by bonded velvet. Only the sides are left
with exposed wood, showing this bed’s true sobriety. No doubt a truly inspiring design
for retro lovers who crave for lavish yet clear-headed design.
VIEW MORE

BRANDO
SIDEBOARD

DIMENSIONS: W 308 cm; 121.26 in | D (without fabric) 80 cm; 31.50 in | H 150 cm; 59.06 in
MATERIALS: Polished Brass, Varnished Walnut and Straw
A very inconspicuous piece of modern design that works as a discreetly stylish
storage solution. A simple body of solid wood containing six large drawers that
is sure to satisfy your room’s storage needs. The drawers are designed with a
streamlined pattern and are covered with leather, which instantly provides a sense of
sophistication and comfort.

VIEW MORE

MINELLI

BOOKCASE
DIMENSIONS: W 144 cm; 56.69 in | D 40 cm; 15.75 in | H 258 cm; 101.57 in
MATERIALS: Polished Brass, Varnished Walnut and Smoked Glass
Part of the Minelli family, this bookcase is perfect for any mid-century lover. It’s a
furniture piece that definitely calls attention in the best way, providing elegance and
space with its walnut wood and smoked glass shelves, as well as a whole structure
built in polished brass. Ready to be enchanted by Minelli bookcase?

VIEW MORE

FRANCO
CLOSET

DIMENSIONS: W 110 cm; 84.65 in | D 60 cm; 23.62 in | H 240 cm; 94.49 in
MATERIALS: Polished Brass, Varnished Walnut and Straw
Want to feel like a 60’s Hollywood star? This stunning and authentic mid-century
closet will bring the full aesthetic of the style to your bedroom. Built in varnished
walnut wood, straw and polished brass, this closet will fit all your favorite fashion
pieces as it exudes a particular classic beauty to your space. Discover a whole new
way to bring mid-century into your intimate life with Minelli closet.

VIEW MORE

BERTOIA

COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: W 75cm; 29.53 in | D 75 cm; 29.53 in | H 75cm; 29.53 in
MATERIALS: Polished Brass and Walnut Wood
The Bertoia coffee table is part of the collection of majestic dining and bar tables,
incredible for any luxurious and grand homes or projects.

VIEW MORE

NANCY
WALL

DIMENSIONS: H 24.5 cm; 9.65 in | L 17.5 cm; 6.89 in | W 55 cm; 21.65 in
MATERIALS: Body: Brass | Shade: Aluminium
Nancy wall lamp is the lighting piece that will add that extra glow to your midcentury modern house. The lamp is handmade in brass and aluminum and it has
golden arcs, a typical art déco detail. You can turn on light with the mid-century pull
chain, and get ready to enlighten your world and set the perfect mysterious, yet
elegant ambiance. Nancy wall lamp is the right choice for a mid-century entryway
décor or for the lobby of a hotel.

VIEW MORE

NANCY
TABLE

DIMENSIONS: H 15.5 cm; 6.1 in | L 40 cm; 15.7 in | W 47 cm; 18.5 in
MATERIALS: Body: Brass | Shade: Aluminium
Nancy table lamp is an art déco lighting fixture that will provide the right amount of
life to your house décor and life! This lamp, inspired by the classics of the golden era, is
handmade in brass and aluminum by talented artisans that still use ancient techniques
to produce this master piece. Nancy Table Lamp will be the right choice for your midcentuyr office décor of hotel living room.

VIEW MORE

VIEW MORE

CARTER
FLOOR

DIMENSIONS: H 162 cm; 63.7 in | Diam 60 cm; 22.6 in
MATERIALS: Body: Brass | Shade: Aluminium
Carter floor lamp is the lighting piece your modern home decor has been looking for.
Inspired by the discoveries of the universe, Carter modern lamp has all the details to be
a memorable lighting piece. This bespoke design is handmade in brass, and it has two
shades with a soft casting light that will transform any residential or hospitality project!
Create the perfect ambiance with this mid-century modern lighting.

VIEW MORE

CARTER DESK
TABLE

DIMENSIONS: H 29.5 cm; 11.6 in | L 66.5 cm; 26.1 in | W 30 cm; 11.8 in
MATERIALS: Body: Brass | Shade: Aluminium, Brass | Base: Aluminium
Carter desk, inspired by the icon Ron Carter is another addition to the Carter lighting
family. The mid-century desk lamp has a soft casting light that will illuminate your
home office design or workspace. With a stilnovo style, this mid-century desk lamp
will maximize your workspace and prioritize your ambience. Perfect for a modern hotel
lobby, this vintage modern desk lamp is handmade in brass, steel and aluminium with
handmade detailing.

VIEW MORE

CARTER
TABLE

DIMENSIONS: Diam 40 cm; 15.7 in | H 50 cm; 19.6 in
MATERIALS: Body: Brass | Shade: Aluminium, Brass | Base: Aluminium
Carter table lamp is the lighting fixture any hotel lobby is going to need. A mid-century
lighting design, this iconic take on a stilnovo design has taken form of this glamorous
table lamp. With a soft casting light this modern lighting fixture has all the glamour
of the mid-century design iconic lines. The simple and well cut lines of this modern
table lamp will fit into any luxurious decor. Handmade in brass and acrylic, this vintage
modern table lamp will be the light of the room.

VIEW MORE

GALLIANO SNOOKER
SUSPENSION

DIMENSIONS: W 148 cm; 58.26 in | H 39.5 cm; 15.55 in | L 46.5 cm; 18.3 in
MATERIALS: Body: Steel
Feel the true luxury’s statement with this modern, yet minimalistic suspension lamp.
Galliano Snooker has a shape inspired by a pipe of organ, and it will be the perfect
acquisition for your cocktail evenings! It has a geometric design of combined pipe
tubes, and when you think you saw it all, turn the lights on! The light being casted
thought its pipes creates a unique and mesmerizing. Handmade in steel, the features
include a nickel plated nish applied by some of the nest artisans in Portugal. This playful
version of Galliano won’t go unnoticed.
VIEW MORE

KIRK

TABLE

DIMENSIONS: H 24.5 cm; 9.65 in | L 17.5 cm ; 6.89 in | W 55 cm; 21.65 in
MATERIALS: Body: Brass | Shade: Aluminium
Inspired by the iconic Roland Kirk, DelightFULL’s Kirk mid-century table lamp is
characterized by its artisanship. Handmade with the finest materials, this exquisite
mid-century modern desk lamp features brass and aluminum with a marble touch. With
timeless elegance, Kirk has the perfect shape for any home office. Versatile and adaptable
this anglepoise desk lamp features a boasting design that will leave an impression.

VIEW MORE

